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Overall, Ys Seven is an engaging and enjoyable ARPG which brings hero Adol Christin back for another round with the forces
of destruction.

So what doesn't Ys Seven do very well? Let's get it out of the way first: The main storyline is a lazy cliche. First, go collect five
things related to the five elements Fire, Water, Air, Earth, and Moon. Got them? Ok. Now collect five different things related to
those elements, and go confront the final boss to prevent the destruction of the land. That's the main storyline in a nutshell, and
it really pains me how little effort was put into it. There is also very little exploration to be done in the game world, and what
little there is amounts to making sure you find all the (fairly obvious) treasure nooks in each area.

That's not to say that the whole thing is boring to sit through. The interactions between characters are more interesting, for
example. I grew fairly fond of the majority of the main cast and was generally interested in their thoughts and feelings about the
things happening around them. Of course what every Ys game really emphasizes, and where this one shines, is combat!

Combat in Ys Seven varies by opponent, and for the most part each area has enemies that will ensure you are exercising your
dodging skills. Most normal mobs are not terribly difficult once you learn their attack patterns, but most will require you to fight
intelligently rather than button mash. Bosses range from fairly easy to very challenging. When I say this, I mean that their many
unique attack patterns can make avoiding damage quite difficult. Not a problem on the "Normal" difficulty setting, where
healing items will let you power through mistakes, but even hardcore gamers will find a challenge on higher settings. If you are
looking for a fun and engaging action RPG, Ys Seven is definitely the game for you!. A weak DLC and story, marketing itself
as a full game. Daud dies very early on. Very small singular map. Costs more than a full sized game. Highly disappointing, as for
the first time, Arkane Studios seems to have chosen quantity over quality. A great tragedy that has taken the momentum and
sense of of recovery away from any true potential sequels. It'll take a lot to come back from this.. In this game you only have to
survive for 50 years.. well if you think that's easy, think again lol.

I love how simple this game is and I really enjoy playing it. I look forward to further improvements since its still on early access.

P.S. got this with a 75% off coupon.
. This is the single best developer I've ever come across. SUPER receptive to community feedback. Implements
changes/bugflixes in days. Great game!!!

Below old review:

So many QoL improvements need to be made. Auto-equip, Auto-craft, disable animations between windows, thumbnails that
make sense when changing screens, etc. This game is just not ready.. Excellent first game. The developer has much promise for
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somebody their age. Worth supporting 100%. Keep up the excellent work.. BEEP is a simple physics based puzzle platformer.
No controller support that I could detect, but the WASD keyboard and mouse controls provide a good degree of control and feel
right. You maneuver a little robot that is equipped with a cannon and a tractor beam which allows you to shoot enemies and
manipulate objects in the environment in an effort to collect energy crystals. The game also has some fitting sound effects and
music for the game's theme. Kind of average--nothing that hasn't been done before.
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one of the best VN i`ve played. keept me guessing as to what was going to happen until the end. i totally recomened this vn, its a
little slow and hard to get into for some probably, but im definitley enjoying it.. Really fun ND game. Easy to follow and hints
were provided when needed. I like switching back and forth between the characters.. I do noet reccomand this game to anyone,
this game is about multiplayer but all the servers are offline for years and it will stay that way. i don't understand why they still
sell this game.. Fantastic fun! Not sure how it isn't more popular.. I rather enjoy RPG Maker games; you can usually detect the
investment of time and energy in a game within the first hour. If this remains true, the ALBINO HUNTER registers as perhaps,
the most lazy and uninspired RPG Maker game I have ever encountered. While story is prominent, and none too bad, the actual
mechanics are horrid.

Controls were via 360 Controller, and were terribly unresponsive; especially when tasked with speaking to someone. Dreadful...

No interactive elements in the environment; those you would think to offer riches were met with a repetitive phrase no matter
your location. All crates, "This crate is heavy"...etc. "Logs have insects" or some other nonsense. The story seemed great, but it
went from zero to nowhere fast; bugs kicking me out during a fight.... the capper was having to sit through APG regeneration at
EVERY attack, bringing combat to a boring standstill...

While I support the RPG Maker community wholeheartedly, it is truly sad that such a half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥effort would be
introduced under that tag. There is little gameplay, and virtually no passion introduced as a game element, other than a cool
introductory story. I was with you at the beginning...too bad you couldn't deliver the game to meet the story.. It's bejeweled and
pokemon all wrapped up into one delicious game. I just wish it was available on Mac.. This isn't a game, it's art, at it's purest
form.. The weird girly anime theme of this game almost kept me from playing it, however after watching a gameplay video I
decided to give it a try. After the first hour of play I couldn't stop playing.
The game is a combination of plants vs zombies, tactical/RPG and anime, a weird combination that somehow works really well.
The story takes some time to get going but by the end I was actually interested in finding out would happen.
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